
Summer Kids University 2016 

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 

Classes are subject to change 

Academic classes will be taught by certified teachers and/or persons in that field 

 
Arts & Crafts: This course provides an opportunity to 
create age-appropriate projects to be proud of each 
week. Students will use their imaginations while 
learning practical crafting skills. 
 

 
Math: Work on math skills with fun, grade- 
appropriate and advanced projects 

Across the World:  Fly across the world and discover 
new lands! In this class your student will learn about 
various counties and cultures in a fun and exciting 
way. 

Music Appreciation: Summer kids enjoy learning 
music and playing instruments.  

Basketball:  This ever –popular sport will get kids 
moving while they build teamwork skills and learn 
the ins and outs of the game. 

Reading: Vocabulary, grammar, reading 
comprehension/ Whether your camper is 
struggling or is soaring ahead a grade level 
there’s always time to reinforce reading skills. 

Creative Writing: This class teaches the arts of 
writing stories and poems while strengthening 
writing skills. Topics include: writing fiction, poetry, 
and/or drama 
 

Robotics: Children will have a BLAST in this class. 
They will be challenged to think more about 
what kind of role robotics plays in the modern 
world. Children will build problem solving skills.  

Dance: Learn about rhythm, choreography and 
teamwork. Will be exposed to a variety of dance 
types. 

Science: Explore the world of science and health 
in these hands-on courses! Perform experiments 
and use the tools real scientists use in a college 
science laboratory. Exciting science projects 
offered each week!  

Drama: Explore storytelling theater style! Perfect 
class for little Drama Kings and Queens 

Spanish: Learn a language common to friends 
and neighbors in a relaxed, fun environment. 
Required to take foreign language in school? Get 
a jump start! 

French: This beginner’s level class will emphasize the 
basic structures of language, i.e. basic vocabulary, 
grammar and sentence structure. 

Swimming: Enjoy the summer and fun in the 
sun. There will be an alternative for those who 
do not want to swim. Children will be evaluated 
on swim abilities before being allowed to enter 
the pool. 

Get Fit:  Let’s get moving!  Children will develop 
overall fitness in a fun manner. This course will allow 
children to get both vigorous and moderate exercise, 
promote and develop team work.  

Technology: Explore different software such as 
Microsoft Office and Kidspiration software, 
which introduces campers to computers, 
reinforces reading, math and computing skills. 

Horseback Riding:  Our most POPULAR class. Spend 
the day in the stables learning how to ride and take 

Tennis:  Kids will get moving while and learn the 
ins and outs of the game (Please Bring a Racket). 



care of the horses. (Class is limited to 15 per 
session) 

 

Volleyball: This course is designed to introduce 
the basic fundaments of volleyball Students will 
learn the rules, strategies and body form as well 
as an appreciation for a lifetime activity. Class 
will help improve flexibility, balance and 
coordination. Designed for 3rd -8th graders 

 

 


